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1. IntrodutionIn the Ph.D. dissertation I have investigated numerially the transport pro-perties of nonequilibrium systems with haoti dynamis. I have perfor-med the numerial experiments on the dynamially thermostated Lorentzgas subjeted to external �elds. The dissertation onsists of two parts: theinvestigation of the onjugate pairing rule desribing the symmetry of theLiapunov exponents, and the investigation of the �utuation formula relatedto the distribution of �utuations haraterizing the dynamis. In these twosubjets I have performed the following numerial experiments:1. investigation of the onjugate pairing rule in the periodi Lorentz gasthermostated by Gaussian Isokineti thermostat and subjeted to ex-ternal magneti �eld;2. investigation of the �utuation formula in the the periodi Lorentzgas thermostated by Gaussian Isokineti thermostat and subjeted toexternal magneti �eld;3. investigation of the �utuation formula in the Nosé-Hoover thermosta-ted Lorentz gas;4. investigation of the �utuation formula in the Lorentz gas thermostatedby deterministi satterings.2. Numerial investigation of the onjugate pai-ring rule2.1. IntrodutionAording to the observations based on numerial experiments, some ther-mostated systems ful�ll the onjugate pairing rule: from the λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥

λN Liapunov exponents the non-zero ones obey the
λi + λN+1−i = C1



formula independently from the index i, where C ≤ 0.This behavior is very similar to the symmetry an be proven for Hamil-tonian systems, whih orresponds to the C = 0 hoie. There has beentwo onjetures born for the possible explanation of the onjugate pairingrule: the time reversal symmetry of the system's dynamis, and some kindof nontrivial Hamiltonian property of the system's dynamis.2.2. ObjetivesThe objetive of the numerial experiment is investigating the onjugatepairing rule in a system, where the two onjetures supposed to play a rolein the appearane of the onjugate Liapunov pairs (i.e., reversibility andHamiltonian property) an be a�eted separately.2.3. MethodologyThe 3-dimensional periodi Lorentz gas thermostated by the Gaussian Isoki-neti thermostat has been subjeted to external magneti �eld, therefore thereversibility and the Hamiltonian property of the system's dynamis an bea�eted by the diretion of the magneti �eld.We have shown that the dynamis of the 3-dimensional periodi Lorentzgas thermostated by Gaussian Isokineti thermostat with |B| 6= 0 magnetiand |E| 6= 0 eletri �elds is reversible if and only if the plane de�ned by Eand B oinides with a symmetry plane of the lattie.It an be shown that the system's equations of motion an be derivedfrom a Hamiltonian if B = 0. This Hamiltonian has been generalized byus to ases, where the system is subjeted to B 6= 0 magneti �eld and the
EB = 0 ondition is met.In the numerial experiment we have alulated the λi(t) Liapunov ex-ponents during several t = 107 long trajetories with the Gramm-Shmidtreortogonalization algorithm. The time evolution of the trajetory has beenperformed by an event driven algorithm, whih ensures that not a single ol-lision with the satterers has been missed during the omputed trajetoryof the partile. Furthermore, this algorithm is far more e�ient numerially2



than the generally used one, whih steps the equations of motion with equaltime intervals. In the numerial experiment I have investigated the followingon�gurations:
• reversible, but not Hamiltonian on�gurations: the plane de�ned by

E 6= 0 and B 6= 0 oinides with a symmetry plane of the lattie,however EB 6= 0;
• Hamiltonian, but not reversible on�gurations: EB = 0 onditionholds, however the plane de�ned by E 6= 0 and B 6= 0 does not oinidewith any of the symmetry planes of the lattie;
• not reversible and not Hamiltonian on�gurations: the plane de�ned by

E 6= 0 and B 6= 0 does not oinide with any of the symmetry planesof the lattie and the EB = 0 ondition does not hold.2.4. ResultsT1/1 I have shown that the 3-dimensional Lorentz gas thermostated by theGaussian Isokineti thermostat and subjeted to external magneti �eldobeys the onjugate pairing rule (if E 6= 0, B 6= 0) only if the EB = 0ondition holds. This ondition oinides with the ase, where B 6= 0and generalized Hamiltonian has been found.2.5. ConlusionsThe numerial result desribed in T1/1 thesis shows that the reversibilityplays no role in obeying the onjugate pairing rule. Contrarily, the Hamilto-nian formulation of the dynamis an play the key role in the appearane ofthe symmetry desribed by the rule. This numerial result has been on�r-med by theoretial results found after its publiation.
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3. Numerial investigation of the �utuationformula3.1. IntrodutionThe �utuation formula was found by D.J. Evans, E.G.D. Cohen and G.Morris in a numerial experiment, where the motion of partiles interatingwith Lennard-Jones potential and subjeted to dissipation was investigated.They found that the probability of states with negative ξτ entropy produ-tion rate (i.e., violating the seond law of thermodynamis) is exponentiallysmaller that the probability of states with positive entropy prodution rate:
Πτ (−ξ) = e−τξτ Πτ (ξ) . (1)In this formula ξτ denotes the entropy prodution averaged over the τ inter-val, and Πτ (ξ) is the probability density funtion of this quantity.After publishing this numerial result several researh groups started toinvestigate the symmetry desribed by the formula with the use of theore-tial methods. Two signi�ant results have been found: the Evans-Searles�utuation theorem and the Gallavotti-Cohen �utuation theorem, whih onedesribes the �utuations of the στ phase spae ontration rate instead ofthe ξτ entropy prodution rate.G. Gallavotti has gone beyond the Gallavotti-Cohen �utuation formulawith his oneptual proposal, alled the haoti hypothesis. Aording tothis hypothesis if we want to alulate the average of an observable of anonequilibrium system, we an onsider it as an Anosov system, and thereforewe an use the results derived for Anosov systems.3.2. Investigating the role of time reversibility3.2.1. ObjetivesThe time reversal symmetry plays an important role in the derivation ofboth the Gallavotti-Cohen and the Evans-Searles �utuation theorems. A-4



ordingly, it would be interesting to investigate the a�ets of breaking thetime reversal symmetry when the �utuation formula is ful�lled.3.2.2. MethodologyIn the ase of the periodi Lorentz gas thermostated by the Gaussian Iso-kineti thermostat and subjeted to magneti �eld the reversibility of thedynamis an be a�eted by the diretion of the magneti �eld aording tosetion 2.3. In the numerial experiment I have omputed the Πτ (ξ) proba-bility density funtion during several t = 108 long trajetories with various
τ parameters. In the numerial experiment I have investigated the followingon�gurations:1. time reversible on�gurations: with the B = 0 hoie the equations ofmotion of the system are invariant under time reversal;2. reversible on�gurations: the plane de�ned by E 6= 0 and B 6= 0oinides with a symmetry plane of the lattie;3. nonreversible on�gurations: any on�guration di�erent from the onesabove.3.2.3. ResultsT2/1 I have shown that in the 2- and 3-dimensional periodi Lorentz gasthermostated by the Gaussian Isokineti thermostat and subjeted toexternal magneti �eld the entropy prodution rate �utuations obeythe Gallavotti-Cohen and the Evans-Searles �utuation formula inde-pendently of the strengths and diretion of the E and B �elds.3.2.4. ConlusionsThe numerial result formulated in the T2/1 thesis shows that reversibilityis not a neessary ondition for obeying the �utuation formulas, therefore�utuation theorems ould be formulated in more general terms.5



3.3. Investigating the Nosé-Hoover thermostated Lorentzgas3.3.1. ObjetivesIn the Lorentz gas thermostated by Gaussian Isokineti thermostat the va-lues of the phase spae ontration rate and the entropy prodution rate areequal at eah point of time, however this identity does not hold in general.It ould be interesting to investigate the Gallavotti-Cohen and the Evans-Searles �utuation formulas in a system, where the �utuations of the abovetwo quantities follow di�erent distributions, therefore obeying the these twoformulas an be investigated independently. The Lorentz gas thermostatedby the Nosé-Hoover thermostat meets these requirements. There is one morereason supporting the numerial investigation of this system: namely, Anosovsystems have ompat phase spae, therefore the �utuations of the σ quan-tity are bounded, however this property is not ful�lled by the Nosé-Hooverthermostated Lorentz gas.3.3.2. MethodologyIn the numerial experiment I have investigated the Gallavotti-Cohen and theEvans-Searles �utuation formulas in the Nosé-Hoover thermostated Lorentzgas. In the simulation I have omputed the Πτ (σ) and Πτ (ξ) probabilitydensity funtions of the στ and ξτ quantities along several t = 108 longtrajetories with various τ and E parameters.3.3.3. ResultsT3/1 I have shown that the entropy prodution rate �utuations alwaysobey the Evans-Searles �utuation formula in the 2- and 3-dimensionalNosé-Hoover thermostated Lorentz gas.T3/2 I have shown that in ase of larger �utuations the phase spae ont-ration rate �utuations deviate signi�antly from the Gallavotti-Cohen�utuation formula in the 2- and 3-dimensional Nosé-Hoover thermos-6



tated Lorentz gas. It an be observed that smaller phase spae ont-ration rate �utuations obey the Gallavotti-Cohen �utuation formulafar from equilibrium, however loser to equilibrium the proportion of�utuations obeying the Gallavotti-Cohen �utuation formula derea-ses signi�antly.3.3.4. ConlusionsThe numerial result formulated in the T3/1 thesis is in tune with the expe-ted behavior and serves further numerial evidenes on that the Evans-Searles�utuation formula is valid in the broad range of systems.The observation formulated in the T3/2 thesis a�ets the haoti hypo-thesis in its grounds, sine I have shown that the Nosé-Hoover thermostatedLorentz gas annot be treated as an Anosov system when alulating theaverages of ertain dynamial quantities.3.4. Investigating the Lorentz gas thermostated by de-terministi satterings3.4.1. ObjetivesAs a response to the negative results regarding the Gallavotti-Cohen �utu-ation formula formulated in the T3/2 thesis, suh theoretial onsiderationshave been born, whih aount the singularities aused by the ollisions forthe deviations from the formula. Aordingly, it would be interesting to in-vestigate suh a thermostating mehanism, whih is inorporated into theollisions, therefore solely singularities are in the averaged phase spae ont-ration rate.3.4.2. MethodologyIn the numerial experiment I have investigated the Gallavotti-Cohen andthe Evans-Searles �utuation formulas in the Lorentz gas thermostated bydeterministi satterings. In the simulation I have omputed the Πτ (σ) and7



Πτ (ξ) probability density funtions of the στ and ξτ quantities along several
t = 108 long trajetories with various τ and E parameters.3.4.3. ResultsT4/1 I have shown that the entropy prodution rate �utuations always obeythe Evans-Searles �utuation formula in the 2-dimensional Lorentz gasthermostated by deterministi satteringsT4/2 I have shown that � similarly to the Nosé-Hoover thermostated Lo-rentz gas � in ase of larger �utuations the phase spae ontrationrate �utuations deviate signi�antly from the Gallavotti-Cohen �u-tuation formula in the 2-dimensional Lorentz gas thermostated by de-terministi satterings. It an be observed that smaller phase spaeontration rate �utuations obey the Gallavotti-Cohen �utuation for-mula far from equilibrium, however loser to equilibrium the proportionof �utuations obeying the Gallavotti-Cohen �utuation formula de-reases signi�antly.T4/3 I have shown that the phase spae ontration rate �utuations of theLorentz gas thermostated by deterministi satterings are in good agre-ement with the modi�ed �utuation formula an be derived for a partiledesribed by the Langevin equation and plaed into moving harmonipotential:
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3.4.4. ConlusionsThe numerial result formulated in the T4/1 thesis is in tune with the expe-ted behavior and serves further numerial evidenes on that the Evans-Searles�utuation formula is valid in the broad range of systems.The observation formulated in the T3/2 thesis a�ets the haoti hy-pothesis in its grounds, sine I have shown that � beyond the Nosé-Hooverthermostated Lorentz gas � the Lorentz gas thermostated by deterministisatterings annot be treated as an Anosov system when alulating the ave-rages of ertain dynamial quantities.The result formulated in the T4/3 thesis shows � similarly to the aseof Nosé-Hoover Lorentz gas � that in thermostated billiards the phase spaeontration rate �utuations do not obey the Gallavotti-Cohen �utuationformula in its original form, however a modi�ed form shown in 2 seems to bevalid.Publiations supporting the thesis[1℄ M. Dolowshiák and Z. Kovás, Breaking onjugate pairing in thermos-tatted billiards by magneti �eld, Phys. Rev. E 62, 7894 (2000)[2℄ M. Dolowshiák and Z. Kovás, Flutuation formula for nonreversibledynamis in the thermostated Lorentz gas, Phys. Rev. E 66, 066217(2002)[3℄ M. Dolowshiák and Z. Kovás, Flutuation Formula in the Nose-Hooverthermostated Lorentz gas, Phys. Rev. E 71, 025202(R) (2005)
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